Required Courses

On entry to the program, students receive a Program of Work that lists all the required courses for their specific program and entry year. You will use and refer to this Program of Work during all program advising.

Required Courses Details

More detailed explanations of Program Requirements are listed on the EDP Website via links below, but note - requirements are often fluid, so what is listed on the website may not exactly match your Program of Work. When in doubt, defer to your Program of Work and Area Chair / Graduate Advisor for course requirements. Your faculty advisor, Area Chair, and Graduate Advisor can also provide clarification when needed. The online details should only be used as a helpful reference if more information is needed on a specific requirement.

- Counselor Education - Master's
- Counseling Psychology - Doctoral
- HDCLS - Master's
- HDCLS - Doctoral
- Quantitative Methods - Master's
- Quantitative Methods - Doctoral
- School Psychology - Master's
- School Psychology - Doctoral